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Introduction 

FDiversity implements a user-friendly interface to open source routines for the 

estimation and analysis of functional diversity indices. The open source platform is R 

with an interface written in Delphi® using DCOM-R (a way to run R in the background, 

due to Thomas Baier and Erich Neuwirth). DCOM-R is accessed via Delphi routines 

written by Dieter Menne. 

Requirements 

In order for FDiversity to have access to R, DCOM and R must be previously installed 

in your system. Follow the following steps: 

a) Install  DCOM 3.01B5 (if you have a previous version, uninstall it before to 
proceed) 

b) Install R-2.11.0 or later  

c) Run R and install rscproxy library 1

d) Exit R  

 

e) Install FDiversity using fdiversityinstaller.exe from URL: 
www.fdiversity.nucleodiversus.org  

Note: Use the DCOM y R versions suggested by the link provided with the instructions. 

The current version of FDiversity has been en tested under Windows XP and Vista. 

FDiversity requires the following R packages: proxy, mvtnorm, geometry, vegan, FD, 

ade4, ape, gee, lattice, nlme and rscproxy. FDiversity will try to download these 

                                                 

1 In some Vista version you can experiment some trouble with the installation of rscproxy package. The 

symptom is that when you try to install it, vista will show you a message giving you same options. No 

matters the option you choose the installation of the package will fail. In that case enter CRAN, look for 

and download manually the rscproxy zip file. Uncompress the folder and move or copy it to the 

C:\Program Files\R\R-2.11.0\library\. Take care, when moving–coping the folder just to move the folder 

containing the package files not a folder inside another folder that use to produce the unzip procedure. 

http://www.infostat.com.ar/descargas/demo/R_Scilab_DCOM3.0-1B5.exe�
http://www.infostat.com.ar/descargas/demo/R-2.11.0-win32.exe�
http://www.fdiversity.nucleodiversus.org/�
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/�
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packages (except rscproxy that must be installed before running FDiversity) upon 

request by the procedures. 

Getting started 

When FDiversity is run, the application window is displayed as shown in Figure 1. The 

illustration shows the application desktop with a new data table. The main menu has 

two important items, Data and Statistics. A short description of each of the menus 

follows. 

 

Figure 1: Main FDiversity window 

File menu 

As usual, the file menu contains the list of actions for handling data sets, like creating a 

new table or opening an existing one, saving, saving as, closing a table, and quitting the 

application (Figure 2). The default file format that FDiversity uses to save tables is a 

proprietary file format with an .FDDB extension. However, FDiversity can read Excel 

files (*.xls), text files (*.txt, *.dat), dbase files (*.dbf), InfoStat files (*.idb, *.idb2) and 

R scripts (*.r). It also has the ability to export data tables to all previously mentioned 

data formats. 
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Figure 2: FDiversity File menu 

Edit menu 

The edit menu shown in Figure 3 contains the usual links to the Cut-Copy-Paste-Undo 

functions, common to almost every windows application. Copy with column names and 

Paste with column names are specialized forms of copy-paste for application on tables. 

 

Figure 3: FDiversity Edit menu 

Data menu 

This menu contains a list of links to procedures that apply to the current active table 

(Figure 4). These procedures are intended to manage usual actions on a data sheets, such 

as: inserting, adding and deleting rows and columns, arranging rows according to 

different sorting criteria, activating and deactivating cases to allow or disallow 

participation in calculations, changing columns names, modify the number of decimal 

numbers displayed and the alignment and width of columns. It also contains links to 
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more specialized procedures that allow categorizing numerical variables, editing the 

names of categories of categorical variables, writing formulas and searching for cases 

according to logical rules. Moreover, there are links to procedures on how to merge 

tables side by side according to matching criteria (Merge horizontally) and on how to 

merge tables appending one to the other (Merge vertically). Several transformations 

are implemented to make trait scales comparable.   

 

Figure 4: Data menu 

Ecologists usually have two types of data sets involving the Functional Diversity 

calculation: 1) a data set containing the trait’s information (i.e. specific leaf area, wood 

density, longevity, leaf N content, etc.) for each species (cases), and 2) a data set 

containing classification variables (treatment label, replications, plot number, etc.), co-

variables (altitude, temperature, etc.), the list of species, and the abundance or the basal 

area corresponding to each species. Therefore it is useful to be able to concatenate 

tables. It is easy to generate the merged data table using a side-by-side merging 

algorithm (see the section Analysis of an example).  
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Statistics menu 

In the current version, this menu has a link to a Summary statistic procedure and a link 

to the Functional diversity estimation and analysis procedure, and a connection to an R 

interpreter (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: FDiversity Statistic menu 

The first item allows the user to calculate common summary statistics of numerical 

variables in the whole data set as well as in subsets of data defined by classification 

criteria. 

The second item is the main issue of the application, and we discuss it in detail next.  

To show how it works, we will open an example data set 

called DataSet01.FDDB (click on this link to open the file 

or click on the open folder icon in the tool bar while 

holding down the Shift key to directly display a file open 

dialogue in the examples data set folder).  

When the Functional diversity estimation and analysis procedure is invoked, a  

Selection-variable window will appear (Figure 6). In the data table, columns 

corresponding to functional traits were colored orange and named T1,…,T8. These 

variables should be moved to the Traits panel, by selecting and dragging. In this 

example there are also two classification factors (Factor 1 and Factor 2) that define 

“experimental” conditions. These should be moved to Factors and conditions panel. 

Optionally, the dialogue allows the user to incorporate abundances or relative weights 

(measures of relative abundance), in the Weights panel (Figure 6). All the procedures 
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have been defined to handle absolute and relative values for the weight variable; so the 

user do not need to make any additional step to compute relative values. The user may 

combine different weights in a single measure of importance to load species 

importance..  For purposes of analysis, the dialogue also admits the inclusion of 

covariables. Finally, the Sampling unit, identifies the set of records (cases) that must be 

used together in order to calculate the functional diversity index. The Sampling unit is 

not optional. 

  

Figure 6: Selection-variable window 

Note that trait window needs to be filled. If you only want to calculate taxonomic index 

like Shannon or Simpson, you may use variable Case (which is automatically created by 

FDiversity) as a surrogate. 

When finished with this dialogue click the Ok button, and a second dialogue specific to 

the procedure will appear (Figure 7). The General tab in this dialogue contains three 

objects: a checklist where different indices of functional diversity can be chosen; a 

group of radio buttons that allows the user to specify the distance matrix to be used in 

the calculation of functional dissimilarities between species or functional groups 

included as rows in the data table within each Plot. The distance and the transformation 

of similarity index to distances are calculated using the proxy library, and the 

procedures dist() and simil() are calculated from R. For the functional diversity index 

based on dendrogram like FD or wFD, an agglomerative linkage method must be 
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specified; this is the purpose of the radio group object named Linkage algorithm for 

dendrogram based index. Finally, there is a check box that allows the user to obtain a 

new table with the estimated index. 

The distance measure should be selected according to the variable type (trait type). For 

quantitative variables, the most useful is Euclidean distance; for binary variables 

(Boolean) coming from qualitative traits, one of the most useful is Jaccard; for mixture 

variables (i.e. those coming from quantitative and qualitative traits) the best approach is 

Gower. 

Since Jaccard and Gower are similarity indices, FDiversity automatically converts those 

measures into distances by means of the following transformation:  

distance =1– similarity. 

Although these three distances are the most frequently used, FDiversity provides 24 

other measures of distance (or similarity) that can be used to construct a distance matrix.    

In the case of the FD and wFD index, the user should specify a linkage algorithm. The 

average linkage method is used by default, but the user has the option of choosing 

among single linkage, complete linkage or the Ward method. 

When functional diversity index are selected from the check list (Figure 7), at the 

bottom of the windows will appear the citation for the chosen method and the reference 

will be automatically copied to the clipboard. All indices will return zero value when 

there is only one species in the plot. 

If you check the Generate table checkbox, a new data-table containing the indices 

chosen will be created allowing exporting as data file to analyze or graph with other 

programs. 
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Figure 7: Functional diversity estimation and analysis specific dialog – General tab 

The Model tab has a memo object where a fixed effects linear model can be specified. 

Factors, other than the Plot and covariables, will appear by default as additive terms of 

a linear model (Figure 8). However, the user can include interaction terms 

(Factor1*Factor2) and/or nested effects (Factor1>Factor2), as well as interaction terms 

between factors and covariables. The Generate interactions terms button automatically 

create all the interaction terms. You can also select some Factors from the factor’s 

list-box on the right of the window and used the * button to declare their interaction 

term, or the > button to defined nested effects.  
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Figure 8: Functional diversity estimation and analysis specific dialog - Model tab 

Additionally, the Comparison tab allows the user to apply multiple pairwise 

comparisons among the means of indices (Figure 9). In order to instruct the program to 

compare the means of any term, the user should check the term or terms and select the 

method of comparison. The current version offers two methods: The first is pair-wise 

comparison method similar to the Fisher’s LSD although do not provide a LSD, the 

second is an implementation of the DGC method (Di Rienzo et al. 2002).  
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Figure 9: Functional diversity estimation and analysis specific dialog – Comparison tab – Means 

After clicking Go the model will be estimated and the output will be an ANOVA table. 

The third item in the Statistics menu links to an R language interpreter. The general 

aspect of this window is shown below (Figure 10). It allows the user who knows the 

language to write his/her own scripts. 
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Figure 10: R interpreter 

Analysis of an example 

Usually, there are two files to merge when functional biodiversity is studied: one with 

the trait values that characterize each species and the other with the species list detected 

in each plot or unit of analysis, probably with a measure of importance (abundance or 

frequency), some identification variables of experimental or observational conditions, 

and co-variables if they exist. We call the first one DataSet01TraitsBySpp.FDDB and 

the second one DataSet01SppByPlot.FDDB. To generate the example data set called 

DataSet01.FDDB, we have to merge both files. 

In the DataSet1SppByPlot.FDDB file, select Merge tables in the Data menu to merge 

both tables and chose Merge horizontally; in the opened window called Insert 

concatenation criteria (Figure 11) select Species and move it to the Concatenation 

Variables sub-window. The variable you chose to make the concatenation must be 

identically spelled in both files. Click the Ok button.  
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Figure 11: Merge criteria to concatenate tables 

 

Figure 12: Select table to concatenate 

The Select table to concatenate window (Figure 12) appears. If the desired table is open, 

its name will appear; otherwise, you may open the desired table by selecting the 

Another table button. Deselect if there are any columns (variables) you do not need in 

the merged table. In this case all the eight variables correspond to the desirable traits. 

Click the Go button. In this example the new table has 252 cases. If you prefer, save the 

table with another name, like DataSet01Conc.FDDB, and remember the new table must 

be identical to the table DataSet01.FDDB. To analyze these data follow the instructions 
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synthesized previously with menus shown in Figures 6 to 9 (In this case we choose 

FAD2, FD, Rao y rRao indices). The Result window should appear as shown in Figure 

13. 

Functional diversity index 
 
Used traits 
T1 
T2 
T3 
T4 
T5 
T6 
T7 
T8 
 
Weigthting variable: Abundance 
Linkage algorithm for dendrogram based index: Average linkage 
Index using distance are based on: Euclidean 
 
Multitraits functional diversity index 
 
Factor1 Factor2 Plot FAD2    FD   Rao   rRao 
1       a       1     26.71 12.22  1.27 0.27 
1       a       2     61.59 28.93 14.37 0.63 
1       a       3    321.55 39.86  7.44 0.32 
1       b       1     30.00 14.16  3.13 0.61 
1       b       2     22.19 10.76  1.50 0.43 
1       b       3    184.07 19.84  1.90 0.41 
2       a       4    571.63 47.84 13.54 0.61 
2       a       5    751.76 54.82 10.41 0.45 
2       a       6    425.62 42.20  5.35 0.29 
2       b       4    582.92 51.58 12.05 0.52 
2       b       5    638.33 39.88  9.20 0.50 
2       b       6    554.23 41.74  8.79 0.40 
3       a       7    169.11 34.06 12.41 0.56 
3       a       8     66.39 20.07  5.08 0.42 
3       a       9    202.03 26.64  2.26 0.28 
3       b       7    165.24 32.18 14.27 0.75 
3       b       8     52.14 15.40  1.59 0.30 
3       b       9    293.25 38.85  4.89 0.29 
4       a       10    12.20  7.60  1.78 0.83 
4       a       11   108.60 22.13  2.03 0.33 
4       a       12    41.91 15.07  3.46 0.75 
4       b       10    26.37 16.86  6.20 0.67 
4       b       11   102.17 22.25  3.67 0.61 
4       b       12    71.49 26.91 12.88 0.64 
 

Figure 13: Result window for functional diversity indices 
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Anova (FAD2) 
 
          Df   Sum Sq    Mean Sq  F value Pr(>F)  
Factor1    3 1059726.79 353242.26   37.56 <0.0001 
Factor2    1      56.05     56.05    0.01  0.9393 
Residuals 19  178707.99   9405.68                 
 
 
Adjusted means and standard error for Factor1 
Pairwise comparisons (like Fisher's LSD) (alfa=0.05) 
 
Factor1 Means  S.E.        
2       587.41 39.59 A     
3       158.02 39.59    B  
1       107.68 39.59    B  
4        60.46 39.59    B  
Different letters indicate significant difference between location parameters (p<= 0.05) 
 
 
Anova (FD-Plot-based functional diversity) 
 
          Df Sum Sq  Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
Factor1    3 2857.28  952.43   12.58 0.0001 
Factor2    1   18.48   18.48    0.24 0.6269 
Residuals 19 1437.97   75.68                
 
 
Adjusted means and standard error for Factor1 
Pairwise comparisons (like Fisher's LSD) (alfa=0.05) 
 
Factor1 Means S.E.       
2       46.34 3.55 A     
3       27.87 3.55    B  
1       20.96 3.55    B  
4       18.47 3.55    B  
Different letters indicate significant difference between location parameters (p<= 0.05) 
 
 
Anova (Rao entropy) 
 
          Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
Factor1    3  96.99   32.33    1.53 0.2398 
Factor2    1   0.02    0.02 8.6E-04 0.9769 
Residuals 19 402.21   21.17                
 
 
Adjusted means and standard error for Factor1 
Pairwise comparisons (like Fisher's LSD) (alfa=0.05) 
 
Factor1 Means S.E.    
2        9.89 1.88 A  
3        6.75 1.88 A  
4        5.00 1.88 A  
1        4.93 1.88 A  
Different letters indicate significant difference between location parameters (p<= 0.05) 

Figure 13 (cont.): Result window for functional diversity indices 
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Anova (RaoR-Rao entropy relative to maximum) 
 
          Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
Factor1    3   0.17    0.06    2.18 0.1244 
Factor2    1   0.01    0.01    0.22 0.6447 
Residuals 19   0.49    0.03                
 
 
Adjusted means and standard error for Factor1 
Pairwise comparisons (like Fisher's LSD) (alfa=0.05) 
 
Factor1 Means S.E.       
4        0.64 0.07 A     
2        0.46 0.07 A  B  
1        0.45 0.07 A  B  
3        0.43 0.07    B  
Different letters indicate significant difference between location parameters (p<= 0.05) 
 

Figure 13 (cont.): Result window for functional diversity indices 

In these examples we have used the variable Abundance as weight. If you do not use 

any variable in the Selection variable window (Figure 6), the program assumes that all 

the Species (the cases) have the same frequency and/or weight. 

For example, if you are interested in FD with and without ‘BasalArea’, and you want to 

make comparisons among the different levels of Factor1 and Factor2, you have to mark 

both: FD-Functional diversity and wFD-Weighted functional diversity and ask the 

software to compare means in the Comparisons-Tab. Results are shown in Figure 14. 

We may include the interaction between both factors, but in this case it is not significant 

and so the means for main effects are interpretable. 

In this example, when measures in basal area are considered, the results obtained from 

FD and wFD are different: the level two of factor one has the smallest mean, not 

significantly different from levels three and one using wFD, but it is the biggest one 

when FD is used. Also, note that the relative order of levels has changed. The 

comparative interpretation of different indices results must take into account the 

different scale of expression of the indices. 

One important topic to take into account before merging the two files is the scale in 

which the variables involved in the analysis are expressed. In the file DataSet01.FDDB, 

the eight variables were standardized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. 

The standardization has to be performed with the species list to have one transformed 
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value to represent each species no matter how many times it appears in the data base 

before the concatenation process. If the standardization is done in the merged file, the 

influence of one species is proportional to its constancy along the plots. The more 

frequently the species appears, the greater its influence on the estimation of mean and 

standard deviation.  

Functional diversity index 
 
Used traits 
T1 
T2 
T3 
T4 
T5 
T6 
T7 
T8 
 
Weigthting variable: BasalArea 
Linkage algorithm for dendrogram based index: Average linkage 
Index using distance are based on: Euclidean 
 
Multitraits functional diversity index 
 
Factor1 Factor2 Plot  FD   wFD  
1       a       1    12.22 0.35 
1       a       2    28.93 0.79 
1       a       3    39.86 0.22 
1       b       1    14.16 0.49 
1       b       2    10.76 0.24 
1       b       3    19.84 0.09 
2       a       4    47.84 0.15 
2       a       5    54.82 0.15 
2       a       6    42.20 0.14 
2       b       4    51.58 0.19 
2       b       5    39.88 0.09 
2       b       6    41.74 0.16 
3       a       7    34.06 0.25 
3       a       8    20.07 0.35 
3       a       9    26.64 0.16 
3       b       7    32.18 0.46 
3       b       8    15.40 0.16 
3       b       9    38.85 0.24 
4       a       10    7.60 0.34 
4       a       11   22.13 0.25 
4       a       12   15.07 0.42 
4       b       10   16.86 0.66 
4       b       11   22.25 0.25 
4       b       12   26.91 0.85 
 

Figure 14: Result window for selected diversity index and mean comparisons 
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Anova (FD-Plot-based functional diversity) 
 
          Df Sum Sq  Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
Factor1    3 2857.28  952.43   12.58 0.0001 
Factor2    1   18.48   18.48    0.24 0.6269 
Residuals 19 1437.97   75.68                
 
 
Adjusted means and standard error for Factor1 
Pairwise comparisons (like Fisher's LSD) (alfa=0.05) 
 
Factor1 Means S.E.       
2       46.34 3.55 A     
3       27.87 3.55    B  
1       20.96 3.55    B  
4       18.47 3.55    B  
Different letters indicate significant difference between location parameters (p<= 0.05) 
 
 
 
Adjusted means and standard error for Factor2 
Pairwise comparisons (like Fisher's LSD) (alfa=0.05) 
 
Factor2 Means S.E.    
a       29.29 2.51 A  
b       27.53 2.51 A  
Different letters indicate significant difference between location parameters (p<= 0.05) 
 
 
Anova (wFD-Weighted functional diversity) 
 
          Df Sum Sq  Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
Factor1    3    0.32    0.11    3.07 0.0529 
Factor2    1 4.0E-03 4.0E-03    0.11 0.7413 
Residuals 19    0.67    0.04                
 
 
Adjusted means and standard error for Factor1 
Pairwise comparisons (like Fisher's LSD) (alfa=0.05) 
 
Factor1 Means S.E.       
4        0.46 0.08 A     
1        0.36 0.08 A  B  
3        0.27 0.08 A  B  
2        0.15 0.08    B  
Different letters indicate significant difference between location parameters (p<= 0.05) 
 
 
 
Adjusted means and standard error for Factor2 
Pairwise comparisons (like Fisher's LSD) (alfa=0.05) 
 
Factor2 Means S.E.    
b        0.32 0.05 A  
a        0.30 0.05 A  
Different letters indicate significant difference between location parameters (p<= 0.05) 
 

Figure 14 (cont.): Result window for selected diversity index and mean comparisons 
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The decision to transform or not transform the scale of variables affects the numerical 

results and possibly the relative order of the plots that are being compared, because not 

all the indices are scale invariant. To illustrate this, open the following files: 

DataSet01TraitBySpp.FDDB (the one already used), DataSet01TraitBySpp1.FDDB and 

DataSet01TraitBySpp2.FDDB. All have 54 cases corresponding to the species and nine 

variables. One variable identifies the species from sp01 to sp54, and the other variables 

identify the eight traits. The first file (DataSet01TraitBySpp.FDDB) has the 

standardized variables; the other two have the variables in two possible expressions of 

the original scale. If you standardize any of these two files (using Data Menu and 

Transformations option) you will obtain the first file, and the resulting functional 

diversity will not differ; if you analyze the functional diversity with the original data 

you will obtain the results shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Remember to concatenate 

with the file DataSet01SppByPlot.FDDB before estimating functional diversity.  

The estimations shown in Figure 16 are the same as those for the first analyzed file 

(Figure 15), because the traits were already transformed to have unitary variance. The 

data used to estimate the results shown in Figure 16 are in the original scale (different 

means and variances). The important conclusion is that what really affects the 

estimation is the variability of a trait. If, for example, a trait is expressed in mm, its 

variance will be bigger that if it were expressed in meters. The relative variability 

among the traits defines the importance of each trait in the final figure for the index 

value.  
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Functional diversity index 
Distance based on: Euclidean 
 
 
Used traits 
T1 
T2 
T3 
T4 
T5 
T6 
T7 
T8 
 
Weigthting variable: BasalArea 
Linkage algorithm for dendrogram based index: Average linkage 
Index using distance are based on: Euclidean 
 
Multitraits functional diversity index 
 
Factor1 Factor2 Plot FAD2    FD   wFD  Rao   rRao 
1       a       1     26.71 12.22 0.35  1.83 0.39 
1       a       2     61.59 28.93 0.79 10.42 0.46 
1       a       3    321.55 39.86 0.22  7.60 0.33 
1       b       1     30.00 14.16 0.49  3.50 0.68 
1       b       2     22.19 10.76 0.24  1.34 0.38 
1       b       3    184.07 19.84 0.09  2.30 0.50 
2       a       4    571.63 47.84 0.15  8.17 0.37 
2       a       5    751.76 54.82 0.15 10.99 0.48 
2       a       6    425.62 42.20 0.14  6.44 0.35 
2       b       4    582.92 51.58 0.19 10.24 0.44 
2       b       5    638.33 39.88 0.09  4.89 0.26 
2       b       6    554.23 41.74 0.16 12.78 0.58 
3       a       7    169.11 34.06 0.25  6.14 0.28 
3       a       8     66.39 20.07 0.35  4.79 0.40 
3       a       9    202.03 26.64 0.16  3.16 0.40 
3       b       7    165.24 32.18 0.46 14.31 0.75 
3       b       8     52.14 15.40 0.16  1.77 0.33 
3       b       9    293.25 38.85 0.24  7.79 0.46 
4       a       10    12.20  7.60 0.34  1.05 0.49 
4       a       11   108.60 22.13 0.25  3.85 0.63 
4       a       12    41.91 15.07 0.42  3.49 0.76 
4       b       10    26.37 16.86 0.66  3.99 0.43 
4       b       11   102.17 22.25 0.25  3.50 0.58 
4       b       12    71.49 26.91 0.85 15.21 0.76 

Figure 15: Result window for selected diversity index using DataSet01TraiBySpp1.FDDB. 
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Functional diversity index 
Distance based on: Euclidean 
 
 
Used traits 
n1 
n2 
n3 
n4 
n5 
n6 
n7 
n8 
 
Weigthting variable: BasalArea 
Linkage algorithm for dendrogram based index: Average linkage 
Index using distance are based on: Euclidean 
 
 
Multitraits functional diversity index 
 
Factor1 Factor2 Plot  FAD2      FD   wFD     Rao   rRao 
1       a       1      692.82 308.29  9.34 1401.72 0.61 
1       a       2      972.79 463.11 11.33 2070.08 0.34 
1       a       3     7594.54 815.29  4.76 3655.77 0.39 
1       b       1      801.21 379.07 16.16 3994.85 0.60 
1       b       2      545.84 259.85  5.88  762.76 0.39 
1       b       3     5295.70 455.80  2.18 1849.97 0.47 
2       a       4    11798.03 907.79  2.99 3447.40 0.33 
2       a       5    16454.31 903.55  2.92 3783.26 0.38 
2       a       6     8886.23 669.16  2.83 2434.88 0.56 
2       b       4    12382.51 959.21  5.09 6439.86 0.67 
2       b       5    13690.14 797.43  2.16 2379.01 0.29 
2       b       6    11784.06 850.83  2.81 4201.63 0.51 
3       a       7     3406.83 604.54  5.61 2516.08 0.33 
3       a       8     1735.68 527.29  9.32 2974.60 0.39 
3       a       9     5058.43 591.96  3.78 2094.21 0.42 
3       b       7     3786.67 601.62  7.05 3921.21 0.65 
3       b       8     1697.56 486.33  5.12 2111.57 0.21 
3       b       9     6263.39 738.83  4.38 2965.31 0.35 
4       a       10     358.86 206.63 10.59 1129.19 0.44 
4       a       11    3208.53 579.00  8.82 5282.51 0.49 
4       a       12    1125.35 420.98  9.51 2059.93 0.31 
4       b       10     659.87 395.98 14.45 3262.77 0.59 
4       b       11    2610.64 485.78  5.87 2367.16 0.45 
4       b       12    1193.88 439.84 12.55 3041.49 0.71 
 

Figure 16: Result window for selected diversity index using DataSet01TraiBySpp2.FDDB. 

 

This example shows the results using Euclidean distance. With other distances the 

results may be unaffected. If you try with Gower distance, you may see that the results 

do not change. Moreover, if you standardize after merging the files, the results with 

Gower distance are invariant, because the reference is the difference between maximum 

and minimum values of the variable involved. 
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Current measurement of functional diversity and its definitions 

Single-trait approach 

Community Weighted Mean  

The community weighted mean (CWM) is a good metric to represent the expected 

functional value of a random community sample. Also defined as aggregate values of 

plant traits by Garnier et al. (2004) it is extensively used as community weighted mean 

(Díaz et al.  2007; Lavorel et al. 2008). It is computed from the representative values 

(mean, median, and mode) of the trait in each species and the relative abundance of 

each species as 

 
S

i i
i 1

CWM w x
=

= ∑     

where S  is the total number of species, iw  is the relative abundance of the i-th species 

and ix   is the trait value of i-th species.  

 

FDvar: Functional divergence (Mason et al. 2003) 

The index (FDvar) is essentially the variance in the attribute values of the species present 

at a site, with the squared residuals weighted by the abundance of the species involved. 

It is defined as 

var

2
FD arctan(5V)=

π  

where 5 is a scaling factor used to defined the index over a range of 0-1, and V is the 

weighted variance of character x, express as: 

 
S

2
i i

i 1

V w (ln x ln x)
=

= −∑   . 
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This index considers one character at a time. The relative abundance of species ‘i’ is 

i
i S

i
i 1

a
w

a
=

=

∑
 

where a  is the abundance of the i-th species and S is the total number of species in the 

community. The mean of  iln x  is weighted by the abundance as 

 
S

i i
i 1

ln x w ln x
=

= ∑   . 

This index has also been defined to handle more than one value of the trait by species 

(Mason et al. 2005) using the character values ( ix ) and the abundance of this value in 

all the species of the community. For this functional divergence formulation the sum is 

over the total possible values of the trait under study. 

 

FRO: Functional regularity (Mouillot et al. 2005) 

The Functional Regularity index (FRO ) has been defined for one trait with only one 

value of the trait by species, like the mean or the median. It also used the relative 

abundance of each species (Mouillot et al. 2005). The procedure is as follows: a) the 

species are ranked by increasing values of the trait values ( ix ); b) we calculate the 

weighted difference ( i,i 1EW + ) of two consecutive species in the trait space loaded by the 

abundance difference: 

 i 1 i
i,i 1

i 1 i

x x
EW

w w
+

+
+

−
=

+
 

where iw is the relative abundance of the i-th species; c) with these values, we calculate 

the percentage of the weighted difference ( i,i 1PEW + ) in trait values for the pair of species 

as: 
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 i,i 1
i,i 1 S 1

i,i 1
i 1

EW
PEW

EW

+
+ −

+
=

=

∑
 

being S  the total number species in the community; and d) the FRO  index results from 

the summation of all S 1−  pair comparison, choosing the minimum between the 

percentage of the weighted difference and the equi-probable space 1 /(S 1)−  

 
S 1

i,i 1
i 1

1
FRO min(PEW , )

S 1

−

+
=

=
−∑ . 

The FRO  measures how much a community of S  species, differs from maximum 

functional regularity (when FRO 1= ) where each pair of nearest neighbors must equal 

1 /(S 1)−   of the total functional range in the community and each species has the same 

abundance.  

Even though FRO  is defined for one trait at a time, the authors suggested two options to 

extend the index to multiple traits. One is to estimate FRO  for each trait and then take 

the mean of FRO  values; this mean value may be weighted by trait importance if 

desirable. The second one is to compute a Principal Component Analysis on the S  by 

T   matrix (S species and T  traits) and use the T  principal components to compute T

values of FRO  and then sum using eigenvalues or standard deviation of eigenvectors as 

weights to compute the overall functional regularity ( OFRO ) 

 
T

t t
t 1

OFRO SD FRO
=

= ×∑ , 

been tSD  the standard deviation and tFRO  the functional regularity for each principal 

component. 

This procedure is not appropriate when there are many traits and possible height 

correlation among them. We only implement FRO for a single trait, if the user needs to 

compute the OFRO , he/she must run first a principal component analysis and then enter 
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the resulted uncorrelated variable as trait values, compute the tFRO  and make the 

weighted sum. 

Multi-trait approach 

FAD: Functional attribute diversity (Walker et al. 1999, 2002) 

The index FAD1 (Functional Attribute Diversity) is the number of different attribute 

combinations that occur in the community and it is always less than or equal to richness.  

The index FAD2 is the sum of the standardized distance between all pairs of species in 

the attribute space. The authors recommend to express the trait values in a five-point 

scale. As an ecological distance (ED), they use the Euclidean distance between two 

species. The sum over all pairs of species gives the FAD2. The ecological distance 

between species ‘i’ and ‘j’ may be expressed as (equation 1a from Walker et al, 1999)  

 
T

2
ij tj ti

t 1

ED (x x )
=

= −∑  

where T  is the total number of attributes, and tix  and  tjx  are the values of the attribute 

‘t’ of species ‘i’ and ‘j’. Using ijED , which is the Euclidean distance between two 

species, FAD2 is defined as 

 
S S

ij
i 1 j 1

FAD2 ED
= >

= ∑∑  

in a community with S  species. 

To make FAD2 comparable for two or more communities with a different number of 

species, one may standardize by dividing by the number of interspecies comparisons 

 (z)

FAD2
FAD2

S(S 1) / 2
=

−
 . 
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MFAD: Modified FAD2 (Schmera et al. 2009)  

A modified version of FAD2 is proposed by Schmera et al. (2009) to overcome the 

violation of monotonicity criteria. For a given set of data of S species and T traits they 

first defined the so called functional species. The set of functional species results from 

combining the species with the same values in all the traits, into only one functional 

species. The number of entities in the data matrix will be reduce from S to N (N≤S), and 

according the pairwise dissimilarities are reduced from an SxS to an NxN matrix. N is 

indeed a measure of functional richness, already proposed by Walker et al. (1999) as 

FAD1. The dissimilarity metric must be defined in the range (0-1), and the authors 

proposed the used of the Marczewski-Steinhaus index (Marczewski and Steinhaus 

1958) or the Gower distance. The index is estimated as: 

= >=
∑∑
N N

ij
i 1 j 1

d
MFAD

N
 

where ijd  is the dissimilarity between functional units ‘i’ and ‘j’, and N  is the number 

of functional units. The software FDiversity uses Gower as the dissimilarity metrics. 

When MFAD is computing in conjunction with other indices that require a distance 

specification, the selection does not affect the estimation of MFAD. Note that as in the 

case of FAD2, FDiversity gives the sum of the distance in a triangular matrix, which did 

not count twice each distance, as would be the case if the square matrix was used. No 

additional information is provided by taking twice each distance. 

FD: Functional diversity based on dendrograms (Petchey & Gaston 2002, 2006, 

2007; Podani & Schmera 2006, 2007; Cianciaruso et al 2009) 

The proposed functional diversity index (FD ) is the total branch length of the 

functional dendrogram that can be constructed from information about species 

functional traits (Petchey & Gaston 2002). Different dissimilarities measurements and 

different strategies used to make the dendrogram lead to different FD  values. The first 

definition of FD  (Petchey & Gaston 2002) proposed to make a single dendrogram for 

the so-called ‘regional community’, with all the species that have been recovered in any 
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sample of the study area. Based on this maximum value forFD , any particular 

assemblage will have an FD resulting from the sum of branch length of the present 

species, required to connect these species to the root of the dendrogram. This 

expression of FD  was criticized because the index do not equal zero when only one 

species is present, but when no species is present (Podani & Schmera 2006).  

FD plot based  

The last authors (Podani & Schmera 2006) proposed to recalculate the dendrogram for 

each sample, but in doing so the desirable property of ‘set monotonicity’ does not hold. 

That is, the FD  may be greater for a community after one (or more) species are lost; and 

conversely the FD  may be smaller for a community which has gained one or more 

species. This version is calculated by FDiversity when FD plot based is selected. 

FD community based  

The second definition of FD  as the total branch length of the functional dendrogram 

made by Petchey & Gaston (2006) corrects the lack of monotonicity that arises when 

there is a particular dendrogram for each sample. It also corrects the lack of zero 

functional diversity when only one species is present, making the sum of the branch 

length of the present species required to connect these species, and excluding the branch 

length needed to be connected to the root. This version is calculated by FDiversity when 

FD community based is selected.  

individual-level FD (iFD) 

Original formulation of both versions of the FD is based on one value per species per 

trait. However, it is possible to incorporate intraspecific variability in the estimation 

when trait data is available at individual level. This intraspecific variability FD index is 

less correlated with richness (Cianciaruso et al. 2009). FDiversity allows this estimation 

when data is based on individuals using either FD plot based or FD community based. 

Further discussion about dissimilarity measurements, cluster strategies and comparison 

among communities can be found in Petchey et al (2004), Petchey & Gaston (2007), the 

response of Podani & Schmera (2007), and Poos et al. (2009). 
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Q: Quadratic entropy (Rao 1982 and Pavoine et al. 2005) 

Functional diversity may be expressed as the average of the species differences when 

some measurement of pairwise differences between species and relative frequency data 

are available. 

The index proposed by Rao (1982) is derived from entropy theory and is expressed as a 

quadratic form using the relative abundance of species. To compute the index it is 

necessary to have the Euclidean distance between species in the trait space as 

 
T

2
ij tj ti

t 1

d (x x )
=

= −∑  

and estimate Q  as 

 
S 1 S

ij i j
i 1 j 1

1
Q d w w

2

−

= >

= =∑∑ '
i jw Dw  

where S  is the number of species, ijd  is the distance between species ‘i’ and ‘j’, iw  is 

the relative frequency of species ‘i’. In matrix notation, D  is a distance matrix with 

elements ijd , and w  is a vector with the relative frequencies iw . Rao says about this 

index: "In practice, d(X1, X2) would be chosen to reflect some intrinsic dissimilarity 

between individuals relevant to a particular investigation. On the other hand, a 

measure of entropy is directly conceived of as a function defined on the space of 

distribution functions, satisfying some postulates. Some of the postulates are that it is 

non-negative, attains the maximum for the uniform distribution and has the minimum 

when the distribution is degenerate. Thus a measure of entropy is an index of similarity 

of a distribution function with the uniform distribution, and hence a measure of DIV." 

(from Rao, 1982; DIV=diversity coefficient).  

Botta-Dukát (2005) has suggested using Euclidean distance divided by the number of 

traits using to define it. As all the distances are calculated over the same set of traits this 

has no loaded effect. The new expression is nothing more than the original divided by 

the number of traits. 
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With 
S

i
i 1

w 1
=

=∑ , the frequency of any species iw  may be expressed as 
S

j
j i

1 w
≠

−∑ , and 

the ‘conflict’ between species ‘i’ and the remaining (distance dependent) is 

S

d i ij j
j i

C (w ) d w
≠

= ∑  . 

The functional diversity is then  

S S S

D i d i i ij j
i 1 i 1 j i

Q w C (w ) w d w
= = ≠

 
= =  

 
∑ ∑ ∑   , 

the second summation equals 
S

ij i
j 1

d w
=
∑ , since ii jjd d 0= = . So, the functional diversity 

index may also be seen as the expected value of the conflict among species (Ricota & 

Szeidl, 2006). 

The unbiased estimator of Q  (Shimatani, 2001) when the abundance of species is 

express as number of individuals is 

S
i j

ij 2
i j

S
i j

ij
i j

n nn
Q̂ 2 d

n 1 n

n n
2 d

n(n 1)

>

>

=
−

=
−

∑

∑
 

where in  is the number of individuals of species ‘i’, 
S

i
i 1

n n
=

= ∑ the total number of 

individual. 

The variance of Q̂  may be estimated as (Shimatani, 2001) 
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2
S

i j
ij 2

i j

S S
i j k i j

ij ik ij2 2
i,j,k i j

n n
(3 2S) 2 d

n4ˆVar(Q)
S(S 1) n n n n n

(S 2) d d d
n n

>

>

  
 − + 
  =  −  

+ − + 
 

∑

∑ ∑
. 

If the sample is big enough the correction term n
n 1−

  is almost one, and the index may 

be calculated without correction. The variance is useful with large samples and when 

differences between communities have to be tested. The distribution model for Q is not 

known and other than the parametric approach may be preferred to build confidence 

intervals and to test hypothesis. 

The symmetric matrix q with elements ij ij i jq d w w=  and zeros at the diagonal is known 

as the species contribution matrix. The absolute species contribution for each species is 

evaluated summing along the columns of q , and a relative expression is obtained by 

dividing these values by Q̂ . 

The absolute or relative contribution of each species is highly related to abundance; to 

avoid trivial high contributions of species with large frequency, the partial derivative of 

Q  with respect to jn  may be computed as 

S
i

ij
j i 1

n2Q d Qn n n=

 ∂ = − ∂  
∑  , 

and, if 
S

i
ij

i 1

nd n
=
∑  is greater than Q , a small increment of species ‘j’ increases the 

diversity Q  (Shimatani, 1999). This is because the first term is the average distance 

from an individual of species ‘j’, and the second term is the average distance over all the 

pairs; so, if the species ‘j’, which has a greater average, increases its frequency, the 

overall average increases accordingly. The partial derivative is useful for understanding 

graphics of changes in diversity when one species is virtually removed from the 
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assemblage. The index may increase or decrease in relation to the average distance of 

the removed species with the overall average distance.  

The expression of quadratic entropy as an absolute value is not useful when the 

comparisons have to be done between communities with very different numbers of 

species or when different sets of traits were used to define the distance matrix. To get a 

relative expression the maximum has to be estimated from the data. The distance matrix 

does not depend on the abundance of species and is fixed for a given set of species, but 

the relative abundance of these species may lead to the maximum diversity ( maxQ ). 

There are two types of dissimilarity matrices that define two subclasses of abundance 

vectors ( maxw ) at the maximum: 

a. weak maximization, when some of the iw  values that maximize maxQ  are 

zero; and 

b. strong maximization, when all the iw  values that maximize maxQ  are 

positive. 

The maximization process relies on the dissimilarity matrix and on any ultrametric 

matrix that belongs to the strong subclass (Pavoine et al., 2005). So, to overcome the 

drawback arising from having only some species to maximize the Rao’s quadratic 

index, we may look for an ultrametric dissimilarity, to offer a relevant and ecological 

meaningful expression of the functional diversity. For example, a phylogenic tree is 

based on ultrametric distance and gives a maximum value of Q  that relies on a 

community abundance distribution among all the species. 

In the ade4 software, also available as an R library, the sentence ‘divc’ may be used to 

calculate this index. The actual formulation return Q  when absolute value is required 

(scale=FALSE), and the relative value (scale=TRUE) in the scale 0-1 when scaling is 

required. With FDiversity both expression may be obtained simultaneously.  
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wFD: Extended FD (Pla et al. 2008) 

The FD  proposed by Petchey & Gaston (2006) is based on a dissimilarity matrix 

computed with one mean value by trait and species and no importance measure to weigh 

the species abundance in the community. It is possible to load each entry of this 

dissimilarity matrix with a relative measure of abundance (frequency, coverage, 

biomass, basal area, or other) before performing the dendrogram. If ijd  denotes the 

dissimilarity measurement between species ‘i’ and ‘j’, and iw  and jw  denote the 

relative abundance of each species, the weighted FD  is computed from a matrix with 

entries '
ij ij i jd d (w w )= . The resulting weighted dissimilarity matrix is symmetric with 

zeros in the diagonal. The wFD is computed as the total branch length of the functional 

dendrogram derived from this symmetric matrix. 

As in the FD case, when the dendrogram is computed only with the set of species 

present in each plot, the weighted FD is called wFD plot based. When the index is 

derived from one dendrogram including the species community pool, the weighted FD 

is called wFDc, community based. With equi-abundance wFD equals 2FD / S  and 

wFDc equals 2FDc / S  (Pla et al. 2008).  

CHhV: Convex hull hyper-volume (Cornwell et al. 2006) 

The dispersion of species in the trait space is a crude multivariate representation of the 

functional diversity in a community. Cornwell et al. (2006) proposed to synthesize this 

dispersion by quantifying the best shape hyper-volume with an appropriated volume 

model. Among the candidates are hyper-cube or hyper-sphere, but these do not reduce 

the amount of empty space (the corners in the cube, or a hole on of the dispersion 

cloud). A better option is to use the convex hull, defined as the smallest convex set 

enclosing the points (Barber et al. 1996). 

A convex hull hyper-volume (CHhV) in a multivariate space is defined based on the 

irregular form yielded by species occupancy in the trait space. Taking any two species 

from one community, any third species with traits in the mean value is included in the 

CHhV. 
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Multidimensional functional diversity indices (Villéger et al. 2008) 

The authors argued that functional diversity can not be summarized by a single number 

because it has to include components of richness, evenness and divergence taken into 

account the trait values and their abundance. They proposed a framework where 

functional diversity comprises three independent components: functional richness, 

functional evenness, and functional divergence. The three independent components 

provide more detail in examining the mechanisms linking biodiversity to ecosystem 

functioning.  

Functional richness (FRic): FRic represent the trait space filled by the community. In 

the one trait case it is represented by the range (maximum – minimum), but with more 

than one trait it is represented by the volume filled by the community in the trait space.  

The procedure is like the convex hull hyper-volume (Cornwell et al. 2006). The 

algorithm identifies the extreme species and then estimates the volume in the trait space. 

It is recommended to standardize the traits to avoid scale effects. The maximum value 

of FRic in a T dimensional trait space is attained with T2 species with a combination of 

extreme values of the traits values.  

Functional evenness (FEve): FEve measures the regularity of spacing between species 

in the trait space as did the univariate FRO  and also the evenness in the distribution of 

the species abundance. The authors do not used the overall FRO  proposed by Mouillot 

et al. (2005, see previews section) because the method depends on ordination techniques 

and some information may be lost. Villéger and co-workers used the minimum spanning 

tree (MST ) to transform a multidimensional space to a distribution on a single axis. The 

MST  links the points in the T -dimensional ( T : total number of traits) space with the 

minimum sum of branch lengths. As in FRO  this new functional evenness index 

measures both the regularity of branch lengths in the MST and the evenness in species 

abundances. There are a total of S 1−  branches in the MST  of  S  species and each of 

the b  branch length is divided by the sum of the abundance of the species linked 
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ij
b

i j

d
EW

w w
=

+
 , 

where bEW  is the weighted evenness, ijd  is the  Euclidean distance between species i 

and j, those involved in the branch b , and iw and jw  are the relative abundance of 

these species. 

In case of perfect regularity of abundance all weighted evenness would be equal, but 

otherwise it is useful to compute the partial weighted evenness bPEW  dividing by the 

sum of the  bEW  across the  S 1−  branches  

b
b S 1

b
b 1

EW
PEW

EW
−

=

=

∑
 . 

When the bPEW value differs among branches, the final index will decrease. To 

quantified the discrepancy they compared bPEW  with 1 /(S 1)− , the final index is  

S 1

b
b 1

1 1min(PWE , )
S 1 S 1FEve
11

S 1

−

=

−
− −=

−
−

∑
 

with an standardization similar to that suggested by Bulla (1994). This index does not 

correlate with species richness and range from 0, complete unevenness to 1, complete 

evenness and it is independent of the convex hull. At least three species have to present 

in the sample because it is the minimum needed to defined the MST , no matter the 

number of traits. The index value decreases when relative abundance of species are less 

evenly distributed and when distance among species are irregular. 

Functional divergence (FDiv): FDiv quantify how the trait values are spread along the 

range of a trait space. For only one trait Mason et al. (2005) have defined varFD (see 

previous session) but when there are more than one trait the linear range is replace by a 

multidimensional range, like the convex hull. So functional divergence is related to how 
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abundance is distributed within the volume of functional traits space. To estimate the 

index the authors first define the gravity center of the V  species that form the vertices 

of the convex hull v 1 2 TG {g , g , ... g }= , being 

V

t ti
i Sv

1
g x

V ∈

= ∑  

where Sv is the subset of all the V species forming the vertices of the convex hull, tix is 

the coordinate (trait value) of species ‘i’ on the ‘t’ trait, T  is the total number of traits, 

and tg is the coordinate of the gravity center for trait ‘t’. 

Knowing the coordinate of gravity center, we compute the Euclidean distance of each 

species from this point as 

T
2

i ti t
t 1

dG (x g )
=

= −∑  

and the mean distance dG  of the S species to the gravity center is 

S

i
i 1

1
dG dG

S =

= ∑  . 

These distances are computed only with trait values and do not include the species 

abundance, so they reflect the shape and the volume of the convex hull. To take the 

abundance into account it is necessary to compute the abundance-weighted deviances (

d∆ ) and the absolute abundance-weighted deviances ( d∆ ) as 

S

i i
i 1

d w (dG dG)
=

∆ = × −∑  

and  

S

i i
i 1

d w dG dG
=

∆ = × −∑  
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being iw the relative abundance of species ‘i’. The functional divergence index is then 

d dG
FDiv

d dG
∆ +

=
∆ +

 . 

The addition of dG  to numerator and denominator ensures that the index range from 0 

to 1 because idG  are Euclidean distance and so are positive or zero, thus d∆  is bounded 

between dG  and d∆ .   

FDis: Functional dispersion (Laliberté & Legendre 2009) 

Functional dispersion (FDis) is a multidimensional index based on multitrait dispersion. 

FDis is the average distance of individual species to the centroid of all species in the 

community trait space taken into account the relative abundances of species by 

computing the weighted centroid. It is computed from the ‘species × trait’ matrix as 

 { }1 2 Tc ,c ,...c=c  

where the vector c  has the coordinates of the weighted centroid in the T-dimensional 

space, and tc   for t 1,...T= , is estimated for each dimension (trait) as  

 
S

t i ti
i 1

c w x
=

= ∑  

being iw  the relative abundance of species ‘i’, and tix the value of the ‘t’ attribute of 

species ‘i’. This formulation implies that (.)x  represent a quantitative trait, but the 

authors generalize the distance measure to include semi-quantitative and qualitative 

traits through principal coordinate analysis (PCoA).  

 

FDis, the weighted average distance z  from each species to the weighted centroid c , is 

then computed as 
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S

i i
i 1

FDis w z
=

= ∑  

where iw  is the abundance of species ‘i’ and  iz  is the distance of species ‘i’ to the 

weighted centroid c . This procedure essentially shift the position of the centroid 

towards the more abundant species and weigh distances of individual species to this 

weighted centroid by their relative abundances. It has been suggested that communities 

with only one species should have FDis=0, but there is no upper limit for this index. 

Taxonomic diversity index 

Richness (S) 

Richness is the total number of species in a community. It is the most simple 

biodiversity index and it does not take into account any characteristic of species nor 

their relative abundance.  

Shannon Index (H) 

This index assumes that heterogeneity depends on both, the number of species in a 

community and their proportional abundances within this community. Conceptually, it 

is a measure of the uncertainty degree related to a random selection of individuals from 

the community. In a homogeneous community with S species, in which only one is 

dominant (highly abundant), the uncertainty degree of drawing a given species is lower 

than if all the species were equally abundant. When species abundances are uneven, the 

probability that a random individual taken from the population belongs to the dominant 

species approximates one; conversely, in a heterogeneous community any randomly 

drawn individual has the same probability (1/S) to belong to any species. Shannon index 

is one of the most widely used measures of diversity based on the information theory. 

The Shannon index assumes that individuals are randomly sampled from an 

“indefinitely large” (i.e., an effective infinite) population. The index also assumes that 

all species are represented in the sample. It is calculated from the equation (Shannon 

and Weaver 1949) 
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S

i i
i 1

H w ln(w )
=

= −∑  . 

Eveness (E) 

The maximum of Shannon index is attended when all the species has the same relative 

abundance and it reduces to  

maxH ln(S)=  . 

It is possible to derived an evenness index from Shannon index (Pielou 1975) as the 

ratio 

maxE H /H= . 

Simpson Index (D) 

Simpson index of diversity equals the probability of drawing without replacement two 

individuals of different type from a given collection. There is more than one form to 

express the index. FDiversity offers the index as a dominance one  

 
S

2
i

i 1

D 1 w
=

= −∑  

where iw  is the proportion of  the i-th species  (Simpson 1949). 
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R sources 

# functions bicenter.wt, is.euclid, divmax, divcmax, divc are modified 

version of the original routines in library ade4 

bicenter.wt<-function (X, row.wt = rep(1, nrow(X)), col.wt = rep(1, 

ncol(X))) 

{ 

    X <- as.matrix(X) 

    diag(X)=0 

    n <- nrow(X) 

    p <- ncol(X) 

    if (length(row.wt) != n) 

        stop("length of row.wt must equal the number of rows in x") 

    if (any(row.wt < 0) || (sr <- sum(row.wt)) == 0) 

        stop("weights must be non-negative and not all zero") 

    row.wt <- row.wt/sr 

    if (length(col.wt) != p) 

        stop("length of col.wt must equal the number of columns in x") 

    if (any(col.wt < 0) || (st <- sum(col.wt)) == 0) 

        stop("weights must be non-negative and not all zero") 

    col.wt <- col.wt/st 

    row.mean <- apply(row.wt * X, 2, sum) 

    col.mean <- apply(col.wt * t(X), 2, sum) 

    col.mean <- col.mean - sum(row.mean * col.wt) 

    X <- sweep(X, 2, row.mean) 

    X <- t(sweep(t(X), 2, col.mean)) 

    return(X) 

} 

 

is.euclid<-function (distmat, plot = FALSE, print = FALSE, tol = 1e-

07) 

{ 

    if (!inherits(distmat, "dist")) 

        stop("Object of class 'dist' expected") 

    distmat <- as.matrix(distmat) 

    diag(distmat)=0 

    n <- ncol(distmat) 

    delta <- -0.5 * bicenter.wt(distmat * distmat) 
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    lambda <- eigen(delta, symmetric = TRUE, only = TRUE)$values 

    w0 <- lambda[n]/lambda[1] 

    if (plot) 

        barplot(lambda) 

    if (print) 

        print(lambda) 

    return((w0 > -tol)) 

} 

 

 

divmax<-function (dis, epsilon = 1e-08, comment = FALSE) 

{ 

    if (!inherits(dis, "dist")) 

        stop("Distance matrix expected") 

    if (epsilon <= 0) 

        stop("epsilon must be positive") 

    if (!is.euclid(dis)) 

        stop("Euclidean property is expected for dis") 

    D2 <- as.matrix(dis)^2/2 

    diag(D2)=0 # agregado 

    n <- dim(D2)[1] 

    result <- data.frame(matrix(0, n, 4)) 

    names(result) <- c("sim", "pro", "met", "num") 

    relax <- 0 

    x0 <- apply(D2, 1, sum)/sum(D2) 

    result$sim <- x0 

    objective0 <- t(x0) %*% D2 %*% x0 

    if (comment == TRUE) 

        print("evolution of the objective function:") 

    xk <- x0 

    repeat { 

        repeat { 

            maxi.temp <- t(xk) %*% D2 %*% xk 

            if (comment == TRUE) 

                print(as.character(maxi.temp)) 

            deltaf <- (-2 * D2 %*% xk) 

            sature <- (abs(xk) < epsilon) 

            if (relax != 0) { 

                sature[relax] <- FALSE 
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                relax <- 0 

            } 

            yk <- (-deltaf) 

            yk[sature] <- 0 

            yk[!(sature)] <- yk[!(sature)] - mean(yk[!(sature)]) 

            if (max(abs(yk)) < epsilon) { 

                break 

            } 

            alpha.max <- as.vector(min(-xk[yk < 0]/yk[yk < 0])) 

            alpha.opt <- as.vector(-(t(xk) %*% D2 %*% yk)/(t(yk) %*% 

                D2 %*% yk)) 

            if ((alpha.opt > alpha.max) | (alpha.opt < 0)) { 

                alpha <- alpha.max 

            } 

            else { 

                alpha <- alpha.opt 

            } 

            if (abs(maxi.temp - t(xk + alpha * yk) %*% D2 %*% 

                (xk + alpha * yk)) < epsilon) { 

                break 

            } 

            xk <- xk + alpha * yk 

        } 

        if (prod(!sature) == 1) { 

            if (comment == TRUE) 

                print("KT") 

            break 

        } 

        vectD2 <- D2 %*% xk 

        u <- 2 * (mean(vectD2[!sature]) - vectD2[sature]) 

        if (min(u) >= 0) { 

            if (comment == TRUE) 

                print("KT") 

            break 

        } 

        else { 

            if (comment == TRUE) 

                print("relaxation") 

            satu <- (1:n)[sature] 
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            relax <- satu[u == min(u)] 

            relax <- relax[1] 

        } 

    } 

    if (comment == TRUE) 

        print(list(objective.init = objective0, objective.final = 

maxi.temp)) 

    result$num <- as.vector(xk, mode = "numeric") 

    result$num[result$num < epsilon] <- 0 

    xk <- x0/sqrt(sum(x0 * x0)) 

    repeat { 

        yk <- D2 %*% xk 

        yk <- yk/sqrt(sum(yk * yk)) 

        if (max(xk - yk) > epsilon) { 

            xk <- yk 

        } 

        else break 

    } 

    x0 <- as.vector(yk, mode = "numeric") 

    result$pro <- x0/sum(x0) 

    result$met <- x0 * x0 

    restot <- list() 

    restot$value <- divc(cbind.data.frame(result$num), dis)[, 

        1] 

    restot$vectors <- result 

    return(restot) 

} 

 

divcmax<-function (dis, epsilon = 1e-08, comment = FALSE) 

{ 

    if (!inherits(dis, "dist")) 

        stop("Distance matrix expected") 

    if (epsilon <= 0) 

        stop("epsilon must be positive") 

    if (!is.euclid(dis)) 

        stop("Euclidean property is expected for dis") 

 

    D2 <- as.matrix(dis)^2/2 

    diag(D2)=0 #AGREGADA 
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    n <- dim(D2)[1] 

    result <- data.frame(matrix(0, n, 4)) 

    names(result) <- c("sim", "pro", "met", "num") 

    relax <- 0 

    x0 <- apply(D2, 1, sum)/sum(D2) 

    result$sim <- x0 

    objective0 <- t(x0) %*% D2 %*% x0 

    if (comment == TRUE) 

        print("evolution of the objective function:") 

    xk <- x0 

    repeat { 

        repeat { 

            maxi.temp <- t(xk) %*% D2 %*% xk 

            if (comment == TRUE) 

                print(as.character(maxi.temp)) 

            deltaf <- (-2 * D2 %*% xk) 

            sature <- (abs(xk) < epsilon) 

            if (relax != 0) { 

                sature[relax] <- FALSE 

                relax <- 0 

            } 

            yk <- (-deltaf) 

            yk[sature] <- 0 

            yk[!(sature)] <- yk[!(sature)] - mean(yk[!(sature)]) 

            if (max(abs(yk)) < epsilon) { 

                break 

            } 

            alpha.max <- as.vector(min(-xk[yk < 0]/yk[yk < 0])) 

            alpha.opt <- as.vector(-(t(xk) %*% D2 %*% yk)/(t(yk) %*% 

                D2 %*% yk)) 

            if ((alpha.opt > alpha.max) | (alpha.opt < 0)) { 

                alpha <- alpha.max 

            } 

            else { 

                alpha <- alpha.opt 

            } 

            if (abs(maxi.temp - t(xk + alpha * yk) %*% D2 %*% 

                (xk + alpha * yk)) < epsilon) { 

                break 
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            } 

            xk <- xk + alpha * yk 

        } 

        if (prod(!sature) == 1) { 

            if (comment == TRUE) 

                print("KT") 

            break 

        } 

        vectD2 <- D2 %*% xk 

        u <- 2 * (mean(vectD2[!sature]) - vectD2[sature]) 

        if (min(u) >= 0) { 

            if (comment == TRUE) 

                print("KT") 

            break 

        } 

        else { 

            if (comment == TRUE) 

                print("relaxation") 

            satu <- (1:n)[sature] 

            relax <- satu[u == min(u)] 

            relax <- relax[1] 

        } 

    } 

    if (comment == TRUE) 

        print(list(objective.init = objective0, objective.final = 

maxi.temp)) 

    result$num <- as.vector(xk, mode = "numeric") 

    result$num[result$num < epsilon] <- 0 

    xk <- x0/sqrt(sum(x0 * x0)) 

    repeat { 

        yk <- D2 %*% xk 

        yk <- yk/sqrt(sum(yk * yk)) 

        if (max(xk - yk) > epsilon) { 

            xk <- yk 

        } 

        else break 

    } 

    x0 <- as.vector(yk, mode = "numeric") 

    result$pro <- x0/sum(x0) 
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    result$met <- x0 * x0 

    restot <- list() 

    restot$value <- divc(cbind.data.frame(result$num), dis)[, 

        1] 

    restot$vectors <- result 

    return(restot) 

} 

 

 

divc<-function (df, dis = NULL, scale = FALSE) 

{ 

    if (!inherits(df, "data.frame")) 

        stop("Non convenient df") 

    if (any(df < 0)) 

        stop("Negative value in df") 

    if (!is.null(dis)) { 

        if (!inherits(dis, "dist")) 

            stop("Object of class 'dist' expected for distance") 

        if (!is.euclid(dis)) 

            warning("Euclidean property is expected for distance") 

        dis <- as.matrix(dis) 

        diag(dis)=0 #agregado 

        if (nrow(df) != nrow(dis)) 

            stop("Non convenient df") 

        dis <- as.dist(dis) 

    } 

    if (is.null(dis)) 

        dis <- as.dist((matrix(1, nrow(df), nrow(df)) - diag(rep(1, 

            nrow(df)))) * sqrt(2)) 

    div <- as.data.frame(rep(0, ncol(df))) 

    names(div) <- "diversity" 

    rownames(div) <- names(df) 

    dis=as.matrix(dis);diag(dis)=0 #agregada 

    for (i in 1:ncol(df)) { 

        if (sum(df[, i]) < 1e-16) 

            div[i, ] <- 0 

        else div[i, ] <- (t(df[, i]) %*% (as.matrix(dis)^2) %*% 

            df[, i])/2/(sum(df[, i])^2) 

    } 
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    if (scale == TRUE) { 

        divmax <- divcmax(as.dist(dis))$value #agregado as.dist 

        div <- div/divmax 

    } 

    return(div) 

} 

 

 

ColapsGroupbyEspecie<-function(group,especie) 

{ 

bymean=by(group,species,function(x) {x}) 

results=c() 

for (i in (1:length(bymean))) results=rbind(results,bymean[[i]]) 

results=as.factor(results) 

results 

} 

 

ColapsarDatosPorEspecie<-function(datos,especie) 

{ 

bymean=by(datos,especie,mean) 

resultado=c() 

for (i in (1:length(bymean))) resultado=rbind(resultado,bymean[[i]]) 

resultado=as.data.frame(resultado) 

resultado 

} 

 

ColapsarPesosPorEspecie<-function(pesos,especie) 

{ 

bysum=by(pesos,especie,sum) 

resultado=c() 

for (i in (1:length(bysum))) resultado=c(resultado,bysum[[i]]) 

resultado=as.vector(resultado) 

resultado 

} 

 

CalculateDistance<-function(x,distancename) 

{ 
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    if ((distancename=="Euclidean") |(distancename=="Manhattan")) 

d=dist(x,method =distancename) 

    else 

    { 

 

    d=simil(x,method = distancename) 

    d=as.dist(d) 

    d=sqrt(d) 

 

    } 

d 

} 

 

#calcula la longitud de los brazos de una matriz de distancias 

#devuelve el valor de FD de Petchey y Gaston. 

# 

FDp<-function(D,LinkageAlgorithm="average") 

{ 

h=hclust(as.dist(D),method=LinkageAlgorithm) 

suma=0 

for (i in 1:nrow(h$merge)) 

{ 

if ((h$merge[i,1]<0) & (h$merge[i,2]<0)) suma=suma+2*h$height[i] else 

if ((h$merge[i,1]<0) & (h$merge[i,2]>0)) suma=suma+(2*h$height[i]-

h$height[h$merge[i,2]]) else 

if ((h$merge[i,1]>0) & (h$merge[i,2]<0)) suma=suma+(2*h$height[i]-

h$height[h$merge[i,1]]) else 

if ((h$merge[i,1]>0) & (h$merge[i,2]>0)) suma=suma+(2*h$height[i]-

h$height[h$merge[i,2]]-h$height[h$merge[i,1]]) 

} 

suma 

} 

 

 

FDpNAb<-function(x,distancename,LinkageAlgorithm="average") 

{ 

d=CalculateDistance(x[,1:(ncol(x)-1)],distancename) 

FDp(d,LinkageAlgorithm) 

} 
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FDpAb<-function(x,distancename,LinkageAlgorithm="average") 

{ 

d=as.matrix((CalculateDistance(x[,1:(ncol(x)-1)],distancename))) 

diag(d)=0 

w=x[,ncol(x)] 

suma=sum(w) 

w=w/suma 

dd=diag(w)%*%d%*%diag(w) 

FDp(dd,LinkageAlgorithm) 

} 

 

Rao<-function(x,distancename) 

{ 

d=CalculateDistance(x[,1:(ncol(x)-1)],distancename) 

d=as.matrix(d)^2 

diag(d)=0 

w=x[,ncol(x)] 

suma=sum(w) 

w=w/suma 

sum(diag(w)%*%d%*%diag(w))/2 

} 

 

RaoRelativo<-function(x,distancename) 

{ 

d=CalculateDistance(x[,1:(ncol(x)-1)],distancename) 

w=x[,ncol(x)] 

suma=sum(w) 

w=w/suma 

divc(as.data.frame(w),d,scale=TRUE) 

} 

 

 

FAD<-function(x,distancename) 

{ 

d=as.matrix(CalculateDistance(x[,1:(ncol(x)-1)],distancename)) 

diag(d)=0 

sum(d)/2 
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} 
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